Ultrastructural preservation of nuclei and chromatin: improvement with low-temperature methods.
The ultrastructure of chromatin has been examined in nuclei prepared by a variety of low-temperature methods. Embedding glutaraldehyde (GA)-fixed nuclei in Lowicryl K4M or K11M following dehydration by the progressive lowering of temperature (PLT) method, or in K11M following spray freezing and freeze substitution (FS), produces chromatin fibres that have, in situ, a diameter close to the in vivo state, and show internal structural details consistent with patterns of nucleosome packing previously observed only in preparations of isolated fibres. This is a temperature-dependent effect; fibres conventionally dehydrated and embedded in Lowicryl at 0 degrees C or in conventional epoxy resin at 60 degrees C have lower and less uniform diameters, and lack internal structural details. Of the techniques used, spray freezing followed by FS resulted in the most notable improvement over conventional methods. Inclusion of GA during FS of rapidly frozen, unfixed nuclei in methanol does not result in cross-linking of nuclear proteins. In acetone, however, cross-linking by GA occurs at -45 degrees C, or at lower temperatures if the water content of the acetone-based FS media is kept deliberately high. Substitution regimes employing GA alone or in combination with uranyl acetate and/or osmium tetroxide do not result in fibre morphologies comparable to either prefixed or unfixed nuclei substituted in additive-free substitution media. Whole fibroblasts show excellent preservation of nuclei and the nuclear/cytoplasmic interface after spray freezing followed by FS and low-temperature embedding.